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Abstract- Software testing is a major process in every software development cycle, which is a very expensive procedure. Throughout this phase software testers as well as development companies are eager to verify the software from various viewpoints for repeated testing. But detailed testing requires code execution along with all valid inputs in the form of test cases which is not possible because of resource limitations. The test cases are automatically generated in many of the software. One of the important concerns for any coder during the maintenance phase is the selection of successful test cases for code execution. This paper includes an algorithm that is designed to figure out the statement coverage of a code with proper inputs by executing the priority based approach which involves sorting the inputs in ascending order so as to have an appropriate method to test the code for maximum statement coverage.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the major concerns of software testing is to achieve maximum statement coverage speedily. Since the problem is complicated because testers need to determine the input data cleverly, that can execute the processes faster towards different portions of applied code which contains more statements [1].

Detailed testing involves execution of code along with all possible selection of values for code variables which is not possible because of resource limitations. In most applications the test cases are generated automatically. Also the selection of appropriate successful test cases to validate the code is a major cause of concern in the maintenance phase [2].

White box testing is a process which requires the compilation of all the statements minimum once in the source code. Statement coverage is a type of white box testing which can examine what the source code is estimated to do and what not. This technique can also be used to prove the quality of code and stream of different paths in the code [3]. Statement coverage will not be calculated in a code which includes missing statements, dead code and unused statements [4].

Statement coverage implies that the number of test cases that have compiled in the statements. Statement coverage is not equals to 100% implies that, all lines of code have not been compiled properly [5]. So this can be achieved by recognizing every line of code in a cyclic manner and compiling the minimum number of set of test values. Also it can be calculated by using the formula,

Statement coverage in percentage = 100 * (number of compilable statement compiled/ total number of compilable statements) [6].

One of the major benefits of measure of statement coverage is its ability to immensely separate a section of code that could not be compiled otherwise. Also statement coverage compiles only conditions that satisfy the statements. We can also recognize some of the statements compiled and where the code cannot be compiled because of hurdles or obstacles that are there in the program [7].

Software testing generally aims at two important criteria that are to verify the application is developed as per the customer requirements and to identify the bugs. So this can be only ensured through “software testing”.

But testing is a very long process, requires a lot of infrastructure that can be costly and also tedious job. So it should be chosen based on likelihood or danger of the application. For this white box testing is normally used since it is capable of validating structure, decision expectations and finding bugs and errors and operational errors in the software. This technique generally includes analysis of interior structure and architecture of section of software. So that poor key management type application errors can be exposed. It also operated based on the implementation of the application. White Box testing has a lot of advantages such as, error detection in hidden codes, deleting unnecessary lines of codes, etc. which increases the complexity [8].

A. Presenting Data for Testing:

Complete coverage of path seems to be done easy in exemplary world but in real cases complete testing of applications covering all paths seems tougher .The main reason for this is the requirements of having test data that is necessary to implement a feasible path by virtue of interactions amongst all decisions across a procedure. So this method is not as simple as it seems since introduction of test data which would further give a definite path in a procedure needs attention [9].
The following criteria are followed by the coders to simplify testing process [9]:

- To make the code simple and understandable for testers.
- Not to have cyclic loops of more than ten.
- There should not be many complicated paths
- Path minimization is required
- Data redundancy must be avoided
- Decisions must not overlap with each other.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Black box, white box and gray box are some of the frequently used software testing techniques to test different type software.

White Box Testing tests the functioning of the software as well as its interior architecture. If the code is implemented, it can find the possible errors; but if the code is not implemented properly it can’t find the errors, which is a limitation of white box testing. The working of the internal code of the software is done by another technique known as black box testing. This can be done throughout all the levels of the software. Gray box technique is simply the union of white and black box testing.

One of the main purposes of statement coverage is that it verifies whether all the sections of the codes are executed properly and ensures that which section of the code failed to execute in the program. Again here one of the major drawbacks of this is that it can’t verify all the conditions in a single block

III. RELATED WORK

Muhammad Shahid and Suhaimi Ibrahim gives attention to regression testing as well as prioritize regression techniques and tools for measurement of coverage and they have given an advanced algorithm to assign priority to the test case which relies on coverage operations so as to enhance regression tests used in maintenance phase. They imply that if the test values cover more methods then it has more probability to detect errors than earlier [11]. Sudesh Kumar, Nupur Gupta presented a study of black box testing method to bring about the test values and statement coverage principle to minimize test cases that will cut cost as well as time that is spent on testing [12]. Statement coverage implies that the calculation of percentage of statements that are executed by test inputs. Statement coverage is not equals to 100% implies that all the lines of code have not been compiled [5]. Estimated benefits of statement coverage are it is capable to segregate the section of code that could not be executed [8] [13].

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Here we have presented an algorithm to find out the statement coverage of a code and evolve a graphical viewpoint by considering various test cases and sorting them in increasing order to identify the maximum coverage of the code. The presented algorithm has been described below. The presented algorithm is applied in various programs on object oriented languages so as to find out the maximum statement coverage on a certain test input criteria by implementing more and more test inputs one can find out proper test cases.

Consequently one will be able to amend the instructions so as to achieve the required code.

The proposed algorithm is as shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial Test suite TS, number of executable statement covered by a test case, total number of executable statement.</td>
<td>Prioritized Test suite TS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

step1 : start
step2 : define TS = empty
step3 : for each test case ts € TS do
step4 : sum of statements covered
step5 : calculate statements coverage percentage = (Number of executable statement executed / total number of executable statements) * 100
step6 : end for
step7 : arrange TS in increasing order positioned on the percentage of statement covered by all the test case
step8 : let TS' = TS
step9 : end

The program to find the largest among three numbers using Java is presented in figure-1.

```
1. import java.util.Scanner;
2. class LargestOfThreeNumbers{
3.   public static void main(String args){
4.     int num1,num2,num3;
5.     System.out.println("Enter three integers ");
6.     Scanner in = new Scanner(System.in);
7.     num1 = in.nextInt();
8.     num2 = in.nextInt();
9.     num3 = in.nextInt();
10.    if( num1 > num2 && num1 > num3 )
11.       System.out.println(" num1 is largest.");
12.      else if ( num2 > num1 && num2 > num3 )
13.       System.out.println(" num2 is largest.");
14.      else if ( num3 > num1 && num3 > num2 )
15.       System.out.println("num3 is largest.");
16.     else
17.       System.out.println("Entered numbers are not distinct.");
18.   }
```

Fig. 1.Program to find largest among three numbers using Java

Here the 3 input values for the above program is taken in line no 5, 7 and 8 as num1, num2 and num3 respectively. So the 3 input variables to form test cases can be arranged in 3! Ways which is 6.

So the possible test cases are:

- TC1 = 5 7 8
- TC2 = 7 5 8
- TC3 = 8 5 7
- TC4 = 7 8 5
- TC5 = 8 5 7
- TC6 = 8 7 5

TC7 is taken as special case for non distinct value of variables like (8 8 7).
In this paper we have explained the detailed implementation of all the test cases of the above program on the basis of proposed algorithm for finding out the statement coverage of the code.

Table 1: Traceability between Test Case and Test Statements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TS/TC</th>
<th>TC1</th>
<th>TC2</th>
<th>TC3</th>
<th>TC4</th>
<th>TC5</th>
<th>TC6</th>
<th>TC7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TS1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: TS: Test Statements, TC: Test Case.

The following results can be derived from the above example:

Total number of statements in the program: 17
Total number of test cases for the program: 07

Statement covered by each test case:

TC1=13  TC2=13  TC3=11  TC4=12
TC5=11  TC6=11  TC7=14

Calculating the statement coverage in percentage by the following formula:

Statement coverage percentage = (Number of compliable statement compiled / total number of compliable statements) * 100.

TC1= 76.47%  TC2= 76.47%
TC3= 64.70%  TC4= 70.58%
TC5= 64.70%  TC6= 64.70%
TC7= 82.35%

We can infer from the above example that test case 7 covers 82.35% statement in the program. So it can be inferred that it is an appropriate test input for the software tester to attain desired results in form of Test suite. If merged together, some test cases form test suite like TC1 or TC2, TC3 or TC5 or TC6, TC4 and TC7 together then there will be 100% statement coverage for the above proposed code.

Presenting the above outcomes in Bar-graph in figure-2:

Fig. 2. Showcasing the same result in form of Bar-graph in below figure 3 by prioritizing them in ascending order:

Fig. 3.

Here we conclude that prioritize test case cover more statement coverage in increasing order. Consequently we can find more similar or appropriate test case (TC7 in our example) which has maximum coverage in the program and present the Test Suite to test the software, in a good way and to distinguish the unwanted code from the program to have an enhanced and errorless code for ever.

VI CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed an appropriate technique to find out percentages of statement covered in each test case and implementing the priority based technique to sort them in increasing order so as to find out a definite approach to test the program for achieving maximum statement coverage.

Despite the fact that this is an initial and simple approach to find out the statement coverage we can further upgrade this approach by working on more such statement coverage based on priority based technique which will immensely help testers to sort out the percentage of unwanted statements that are there in the program which in turn can be immensely helpful for the development organization to make software of customer requirements.
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